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We investigate fi?rite linear spaces whose incidence graph % satisfies a condition of the 
follow@ type: given six integers i, i, /c, 1, M, n, there is an integer c such that for any triple 
(u, u. w) of vertices of 48 where u is a point and d(u, u) = i, d(u, w) = j, d(w, u)= k, there are 
exactly c vertices of $ which are at distance I from w, m from u, and n from w. The most 
interesting of these conditions lead essentially to semi-afEne planes and generalized project& 
spaces. In this paper, we prove the equivalence between some of these conditions. 
A lineur space S is an incidence structure (5p,%?, I) where tie elements of 9 are 
called points and the elements of 5!? Z&s, any two points being incident with 
exactly one line and any line being incident with at least IWO points. In what 
HOLLOWS, a Iine will usually be identified with the set of points incident with it and 
we shall use such expressions as “a point belongs to a line”, “a line passe, through 
a point”, “two lines are disjoint”, etc. The unique line passing through two 
distinct points x and y will be denoted by (x, y>. 
A linear space S is called non-tiuial. if it has at least two lines, and is called 
finite if it has only a kite number of points. The size of a line L is the number of 
points on E and the degree r, of a point x is the number of lines through x (if all 
points have the same degree, we denote it by r). Given 9 line L, the sum of the 
degrees of the points of L will be denoted by rL. A Ster’ner system S(2, k, u) is a 
finite linear space of 21 points in which all lines have the Same size k. 
The incidence graph 56 of a linear space S is the bipartire graph whose vsrGces 
are the elements of g US, two vertices being adjacent if and only if they are 
incident. Thus in the graph 9, two points are always at distance 2, two lines are at 
distance 2 or 4 according as they intersect or not, and a point and a line are at 
distance 1 or 3 according as they are incident or not. 
The generalized projective spaces may be detied as the linear spaces in which 
for any two disjoint lines L and L’, any point xef L U L’ is on at most once line 
intersecting both L and L’ (the dimension does not exceed 3 if “at rnGgt one9’ is 
replaced by “exactly one”). It is then n;ttural to try to classify the finite linear 
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spaces S s&&fying the following condition: 
[D2) there is an integer dZ such that for any two disjoint lines L, L’ and any point 
25 out&de L U L’, there are exactly d2 lines thraugh x htersectig the two lines L 
ahd L”i ; :, r .r , $:‘: I_ ‘I/ ’ ‘, ,, ’ ,.<‘” ,,;T ..:‘: >,* _ ’ 
1. . ; :’ _L 
Tl& p3blgxn hasi been completely solved ir; [i]i & &ksi&kon leads essentially 
to geskterahzed projtctive spaces of dimension 3 and ,tQ” S~~mi-afBne planes. A 
semi-a~@~? plane is a non-frivvial l+~. sp?e in, yhich for qy l@ L, any point 
outside L is on at most on6 line’disjoint from L.. Den&&&i [S] and K&per [6, 
p-310] have proved that a Gnite semi-af3ine plane is either a degenerate projec- 
tive pIa= or can be obtained from a projective plane of order n by deleting 
Ci, 1, M or n + % collinear points ,(such spaces are respectMy prq+tive planes, 
punctured ~~e+x _&u&s,’ affirre @&Iv pith onk point uf infinity or MBne planes). 
Note that condition @2) may be viey& as a metrid regularity condition in 
the inckknce graph 8 of S, namelyi there is an integer d2 such that for any triple 
(y V, w) of verti~ iif 9l with a i 9, dfy u) = 3, d(u, w) =4 and d(w, 11) = 3, there 
are exactly 4 vetices of 46 which are at distance 1 from u, at distance 2 from o 
and at distance 2 from w. We sh& denote this condition (equivalent to (DZ)) by 
(P9 3,4,3; 1,2,2). More generally, (9, i, j, k ; & m, n) (where 9 = P or 9) denotes 
the following condition: 
There is an integer c such that for any triple (y u, w) of vertices of $ with 
u E 9, d(r~, ‘u) = i, d(t), w) = f, d(w, u) = k, there are exactly c vertices of % which 
areat~~I~m~attdis4ancemfrohlu~datdistaneenEromw. 
The tite linear spaces atisfying wndition (9,3,4,3; 1,2,4) and those satisfy- 
ing condition (9,3,4,3,1,4,4) with c >O have been classified in [4] and [2] 
respectively. 
Given a triple (%, L, L’) where L and L’ am two intersecting lines and x is a 
point outside L U L’, we denote .by i&, L, L’), i& L, L’) and i&q, L, L’) respec- 
tively the number of lines passing through x and intersecting L U L’ in two distinct 
pdnfs, the mtm~ cd lines passing through x ‘and intersect@ L but not L’, and 
t&e number of line+; passing through x and disjoint from LUL’. The letter 3 
rcscalis that the Iinezi L and L’ intersect and the subscript recalls that we count 
cC!-X L+ lines interse&ng LU L’ in 2,1 or 0 points. 
With these notations, .the conditions ,(P9 3,2,3;, 1,2,2), (P, 3,2,3; 1,2,4) and 
@?3,2,3; 1,4,4) ecpress respectkely that i& L., k’), i&, L, 1;‘) and i&, L, I.‘) 
=e independent of tie tipk (x, L, L’) and may thes&ore be denoted simply by 
k, it, b, kbe m=pcding con&tions being denoted 0y,(I2), (11) and (IO) respec- 
tively. 
me only known exampks of kite non-trivial linear spacessatisfying condition 
<x2) and -n-g aTline of size >2 are the afhne planes and the (possibly 
degenerates -proje&ve P&B. We bve proved in [3] that any sIther example 
woufd we-y be a Steiner system. S1(2, k, o) whose parameters k and -is sat&y 
We VW strong a&hmetical conditions: for erdmple, if k s 100, there remain 
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only six admissible pairs (i2, k). We will prove here that (I2) is equivalent to (II). 
Mureover, (12) is also equivalent to (IO) if we exclude the pur.~~A projective 
planes and the afTme planes with one point at infinity. Finally, we will prove that 
the finite semi-a&e planes and the Steiner systems S(2, h;, u) with k <v are 
exactly the 5ite norMriviaI linear spaces satYying condition (9, 1,2,1; 3,4,4), 
that is 
(ID) there is an integer E; such that for any two intersecting lines L and L’, there 
are exactly 6 lines disjoint from L U L’. 
4 
Note first that in a Steiner system S(2, k, v), the three conditions (IQ), (Il), (12) 
are equivalent. Indeed, for any two intersecting lines L and L’, the degree of any 
point x outside L U L’ is 
r = k + il(x, L, L’) + i,&, L, L’) 
= 2k - i,(x, L, L’) + iO(x, L, L’), 
so that the constancy of one of the i,,‘s implies the constancy of the others. 
lheorem 2.1. 7R.e finite non-trivial linear spaces satisfying condition (11) are the 
finite degenerate projective planes and the Steiner systems S(2, k, v) (k < v) satisfy -
ing condition (12). 
Proof. Let S be a .tite non-trivial linear space satisfying condition (IQ. It is 
easily seen that if S is the union of two intersecting lines, hen S is a degeykerate 
projective plane. Suppose now that S is not the union of two intersecting lines. 
Then, for any two intersecting pines L and L’, the degree of any point x outside 
LUL’ is 
r, = IL1 + il + iO(x, L, L’) = IL’\ + il + iO(x, L, L’), 
and SO L and L’ have the same size. Therefore ah lines of S have the same size. 
Since conditions (11) and (I2) are equivalent for Steiner systems S(2, k, v), the 
theorem is proved. Cl 
Theorem 2.2 If S is a finite non-trivial linear space satisfying condition &I), then ’ 
one of the following s~ccurs: 
(i) S is a punctured puojective plane or an afirit! plane with one point at infinity; 
(ii) S is a degenwate projective plane or a Steiner system S(2, k, v) (k (v) 
satisfying con Won t,i2). 
Conversely, each of these finite spaces satisfies condition (IO). 
Pmmf. Let A, B, C be the three lines passing through x If b # 0, there would be a 
lineDdisiointfiomBUCtbroughapointyofA distiuctfromx,sothatr,~4, 
a contradiction. 0 
In the folIowix8g h3mmas, we ass-ume that eve-q point of S has degxxx 34. 
W Z& If A, B, C m three pairwise intmecting lines of size a, b, c respec- 
tiwly, then 
rA -*rs += (a - bMc + id + r,+ nc - rBf~- 
In partidar, if 4 B, C are concwent, then 
rkA - r, = (a - b)(c + iO). 
Pm&. Couming in two ways the number of ‘&es ~tersecting A and B in two 
distinct poiuts and disjoint fi-om C, we get 
C i&5 B, c) = C ii(z, A, 0, 
YGA SEB 
YeRUe z#AUC 
from which we immediately deduce the desired formulas by using 
i,(y,B, c)=r,-c-i, 
and 
i&A,C)=r,-c-iO. cl 
2S. (i) lf A and B am two intemect ‘ng lines of the same size, then 
T4 = ?j#. 
(ii) For my p&t x of S, all lines passing throug:h x,except possibly one, have the 
same size. 
(iii) ;rf thm pods x, y, z we such that the lines A =(x, z} and B = (y, P) are 
&t&t and have the same size, then r, = ry. 
RO&. siac9: we h+vq,wmmed @af all &MS of S bave dew a$, there is a line 
C coE+=ent with the two iutersecting lines A. and B. (i) follows immediately 
from I&nma 2.4 applied w A, B and C. 
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In olrder to prove (ii), suppose that A and B are two lines of different sizes a 
and b passing through x (which, by hypothesis, has degree a4’j. If C and C’ are 
two limes passing through x and distinct from A and B, it follows from knma 2.4 
that C and C’ have the sme size c. On the other hand, if c# b, then the same 
argument applied to C’ and A whkh are distinct frum the two &es B and C of 
different sizes khow that c = a, and so (ii) is prc;-y-4. 
In order to prove (iii), note first that rA = fB by (i). %‘hen knma 2.4 applied to 
the three lines A, B and C = (x, y) yields rAnC - rBnC = 0, that is, r, = rY. El 
Lemmra 2.6. Let p be a point of S. If B is the only line of size b passing rhrough p, 
then 
(i) any wo points oufside B have the same degree, 
(ii) any two lines distinct from B and concurrent with B have the same size. 
W. Let x and y be two points outside B’ such that x, y and p are not collinear. 
By Corollary 2.5 (ii), all lines distinct from B through p have the same size a, and 
so we deduce from Cor&try 2.5 (iii) that x and y have the same degree. This 
implies that all points outside 8 have the same degree r. 
Now let C and D be two lines distinct from B and intersecting in a point z E B. 
If z = p, we already know that C and D have the same size. If z # p, let A (resp. 
A’) be a line through p, distinct from B and intersecting C (resp. D). ‘Then, by 
Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 (i), we get 
and 
rA - r, =(a-b)(c+i,)i-r-r, 
rA-43 =(a-b)(d+i&-r-r,. 
Since u # b, these equalities imply c = d. 0 
Lemnrzr 2.7. Xf eveBy point of S has degree 34, then iO= 0. 
ppoof, As we have seen at the bearming, we may assume that S contains two 
lines A and B having different sizes a and b and intersecting in a point p. 
Moreover, by arollary 2.5 (ii)* we may also assume that all lines distinct from B 
and containing the point p have size a. 
suppose first that every line inteaecting B and not passing through p has size 
#a. Then if b > 2, any point x# B is on at least two lines of size #a. Therefore, by 
C~mU.ary 2.5 (ii), A(x) = (x, p) is the only line through x having size a. From 
Lemma 2.6 (ii), we deduce that any two lines distinct from A(x) and a)ncurrent 
with A(x) have the same sjlze. Since p has degree 34 md p EA(x), this 
contradicts the fact that B is the only line of size b containing p. This shcw-s %;t 
the same time that b = 2 (let E! = {p, 4)) and that any point x6 B is on at least two 
lines of size a. Since by hypothesis, the size c(x) of the line C(x) = {x, CJ) is distinct 
from a, we deduce from Corollary 25 (ii\ that C(x) is the only line of size c(x) 
Let 0 ili&~~jf&~n~~~at pdfats of SL §inck -B is&e, only line of &0 +a 
containing IpI we have ! 
o-l=i~~-l~!a-lj~+(b-~), _ 
and since Q(y) & the only tine of size #a containing y, we have 
II -‘- 1 = (rY - l)(ic - I) + (c(y)- l), , 1_ 
Si?;ce 6 = 2, these three expatiom imply that 
c(y)=b=2, 
from whiti we deduce that all lines containing q have size 2, all the other lines of 
S having size 4. Therefore S -{q} is a Steiner system S(2, a, 2) - I) with point 
*gEEe I=(v-2)&-l). , 
~~C#BbealineofS,aasingthroughq.$uis’apointofAoutsideBUC 
then &[u,B,C)=J-1; but if u is a point outsi* AUJ3Uc then i&, B,C)= 
f -2, iknd so condition (IO) ia not satisfied, a contrad&tion., 
Suppose noflv that’ the& is a line intersecting B, not pasing thuxrgh p a{ld 
hatig size u, Then, by Lemma 2.6 (ii)91xxe k a line C intersecting A and B in 
two distinct points and having size at, knma 2.4 z@ied to the t&ple (A, B, C) 
yiekis 
r, --r, = (u - b)(a -f i*) + r - r,, p,c, - 0) _- 
where r = rA nC is, by I.&uma 2.6 (i), the common degree of the poM.s outside B. 
On the other hand, let A’ be a line d&t&t from A and B and passing through 
A WI. Lemma 2.4 a~@xjl to the triple (A, B, A’) yields 
rA “‘B =(u-b)Qu+i& 
(1; and (2) together give 
(2) 
r =’ tj##-jC. (3) 
S&e A” ad B are conbzent wi& A and have Werent sixs, Lemma 2.6 (ii) 
insplies T&t tivery piut PC EA distinct from p is on at least r- 1 lines of size Q, so 
that 
v-l=(r-‘l)(a-l)+c--1, (41 
~c=aoristhes~ofthe~iqule~~eofs~fa~~gthroughmOnthe 
othez hand, we know by ld 2.6 (ii) that all lines distkt from B and passing 
through BnC have sk a,.~0 that 
(31, (4) knd (5) together imply b = c. Therefore af c and (4) shows that every 
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point outside: B is on exactly one line of size 6, all the other lines having size CL. 
Either the lines of size b are pairwise disjoint or they are crcslacurrent in a point 
y r B. We shall successively consider these two possiblities. 
If the liies of size & are pairwise disjoint, then by Lemnra 2.6 (i), all points of S 
have the same degrtxs r. Lemma 2.4 applied to the triple (A, B, A’) yields 
r(a - b) = (a - b)(a + iO), 
andso,sincea#b,wegett=a-t+, which means that for any point x outside A, 
every line through x which is disjoint from A is also disjoint from every line 
intersecting A and not passing through X. Therefore every line through x 
intersects A and iO=O. 
Lf the lines of size b are concurrent in a point y E B, then, by Lemma 2.6 (i) all 
points distinct from y have the same degree r. Lemma 2.4, applied to the triple 
(A, B, B’), where B’ Ejt B is a line of size b intersecting A, vie& L 
ar-(b-l)r-r, =(a-b)(b+i,)+r-r,, 
and so, since a # b, we get r = b + iO. Thus, every he through a point outside B 
intersects B and iO= 0. U 
We will now end easily the proof of Theorem 2.2. Ludeed we have seen ia 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.7 that i0 - 0, which means that S contains no line disjoint from 
two intersecting lines. Therefore, for any line L, every point outside L is on at 
most one line disjoint from L, in other words S is a semi-&ne plane. Since 
we know by [S; 6, p. 3101 that the finite semi-afhne planes are, besides the finite 
afhne planes ,and the (possibly degenerate) finite projective planes, the finite 
punctured projective planes and the finite &e places with one point at infinity, 
and since each of these planes satisfies condition (LO), Theorem 2.2 is proved. Cl 
Using the work done in Section 2, we shall prove the fo”llowing theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. 7’he finite non&Gal linear spaces satisfying condition (ID) are 
exactly the finite semi-afine planes and the Steiner systems S(2, k, u) with k CV. 
mf. Let A and B be two intersecting lines of a finitc non-trivial linear space S, 
and let S(A, B) denote the number of lines disjoint from both A and B. The 
proof is based on the following counting argument: 
WI = k4 -a+l)+(ra-b+l)-(~~n~+(a-l)(b-l))+~(A,B), (6) 
where the first (resp. second) term on the right-hand side counts the number of 
lines having a non-empty intersection with A. (resp. B) and the third term counts 
the number of lines having a non-empty intersection with both A and B. 
Root~tAa~lBbe~o~~~~~in~..If#0,tbenthereisalineC 
disjoint from A lS& so that r, 2L4$ a contradktion. a 
In the folIowing lemmas, we assume that every point of S has degree 34. 
3.3. If C intemects A d B, then 
D*A - rB = (a - b)c + pAf?C - fBn(? 
In particular, if A, B, C are concumt, then 
rA ‘h = (a -. b)c. 
Peak Since A and C intersect, (1) yields 
Ia = (IA -a+l)+(~~-c+1)-(f~~~+(4-l)(c-1~)+6. 
Since B and fi il. b?:&xt, we have simiiarIy 
I4 ==,, “. ti ~-r-l)+(r~-C+l)-~(rg*~+(lb-l)(c-1))+6. 
(7) 
(8) 
By subtracting ;7,: frc,,n (S), the lemma is proved. El 
cordls;rs %rd IdenticaI to CorolIary 2.5, both in statement and proof (it sufikes 
‘9 replace “Umma 2.4” by “Lemma 3.3”). 
ML IdenticaI to Lemma 2.6, both in stit,ement and proof. 
I%&. Sir= it is very similar to that uf Lemma 2.7, we shah onIy indicate what 
has to be: changed. At the end of the second paragraph, we conclude that 
S’=S-{q) is x&iiz& s$bm S(2,a,v-1) with poult degree r’=(u-2)j(a-1). 
Then ~[.E!, cj‘is-the number of, @es inS’ which me. disjoint from A n B and 
A flC, and ,a(.& A) is the: number of &es in S’ which are disjoint from A. 
T&d -we!, if b’ = (a- l)(u - 2}/& - 1) denotes tk total number of Iines in S’, we 
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have 
S(B,C)= b’-2r’+l 
and I 
S(B,A)=b’-ar’fa-1. 
Since S(B, C) = 6(B, A) = S and t’> 1, we conclude that a = 2, so that all lines of 
S have the same size, a contradiction. 
Fhe third paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.7 remains valid here, it we 
replace “Lemma 2.4” by “Lemma 3.3” and if we delete “i/’ in the equatkns. 
In the fourth paragraph, we suppose that the lines of size b are p&wise 
disjoint, so that, by Lemma 3.5 (Q, all points of S have the samle degree 1. Then,’ 
Lemma 3.3 applied to the triple (A, B, A’) yields 
r(a-b)=(a-b)a, 
and so, since a+ bt we get r = a. This means that, for any point x outside A, every 
line through x intersects A. Therefore 8 = 0. 
Finally, in the Bth paragraph, we suppose that the lines of size b are concurrent 
in a point y E B, and so, by Lemma 3.5 (i), all points distinct from y have the same 
degree t. Lemma 3.3, applied to the triple (A, B, B’), where B’ # G is a line of size ( 
b intersecting A, yields 
ar-(b-l)r-r, =(a-b)b+r-r,,. 
Therefore, since a # b, we get r = b, which means that for any point x outside B, 
all Iirks through 3: intersect R, and so 8 = 0. This ends the proof. 0 
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